
	

 

Monthly Property Update 
November 2018 

The homes.co.nz Monthly Property Update is generated using homes.co.nz’s November 2018 

HomesEstimates, providing an up-to-date perspective on house values around New Zealand. 

	
	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	  

Did you know? 

Did you know that homes.co.nz estimates there are over 5.5 Million bedrooms in New 

Zealand! That’s a lot of empty bedrooms to fill!   

 



	

Trends in our Main Cities 
Spring has seen HomesEstimates increase in all of New Zealand’s main cities. Strong growth 

continues in Wellington (7.4% pa) and Dunedin where annual price growth has exceeded 10%. 

While Christchurch has been flat for the last 12 months, median prices have increased slightly in 

the last 3 months to $437k.   

It is interesting times for home owners in Wellington and Hamilton with new Capital Valuations 

(CV) being released publically in November. Although the HomesEstimate is a more up-to-date 

measure of a property’s value, new CVs provide a different benchmark of value and can signal 

changes to an owner’s rates bill. At homes.co.nz, we expect some volatility in the 

HomesEstimates in these areas as buyers and sellers adjust their pricing expectations.  

 

 

 
High-end price growth in Auckland 
Contrary to what many may expect, high-end property prices in Auckland are growing faster than 

any other segment of the market. Prices of high-end properties (the top 10%) in Auckland have 

grown by 2.9% in the last year, while the median HomesEstimate has only grown by only 1.3%. 

This is highlighted by double digit growth in some of Auckland’s more expensive suburbs; Grey 

Lynn (10.8% growth pa), Glendowie (10.3% pa) and Westmere (8.6% pa). Low-end prices (the 

bottom 10%) in Auckland have also grown by 2.7% indicating continued price pressure on new 

home options.    

Price growth has been more consistent across the different value segments for other cities in New 

Zealand. In Tauranga however, low-end property prices have grown by 5.2% in the last year, 

double that of Tauranga’s median price. 
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Growth across different value segments for New Zealand’s main cities is shown below.  

 

 

 

 

 

	  

HomesEstimate           Annual Change (%)

Auckland Low-end $554k 2.7%

Median $918k 1.3%

High-end $1.80M 2.9%

Wellington Low-end $405k 5.9%

Median $725k 7.4%

High-end $1.19M 7.1%

Tauranga Low-end $412k 5.2%

Median $590k 2.6%

High-end $970k 1.8%

Hamilton Low-end $380k 6.9%

Median $548k 6.3%

High-end $859k 6.9%

Christchurch Low-end $279k 0.9%

Median $437k -0.1%

High-end $784k 1.0%

Dunedin Low-end $252k 12.6%

Median $389k 10.7%

High-end $706k 9.0%
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How do we calculate these figures? 

Established in 2013, homes.co.nz is NZ’s first free property information portal eager to share free property 
information to New Zealanders. 

The homes.co.nz Monthly Property Update is generated using homes.co.nz’s monthly HomesEstimates and 
provides an up-to-date perspective on house values around New Zealand. By valuing the entire housing 

stock, the homes.co.nz Monthly Property Update can compare median values from month to month in a 
consistent and reliable way. Our HomesEstimates are calculated for almost every home in New Zealand by an 
algorithm that identifies the relationships between sales prices and the features of a property. 



	

First homes prices exceed $700k in AKL and QTN 
The “First HomesEstimate” is homes.co.nz’s estimate of what a typical first home may cost. It is 

calculated to be the lower quartile HomesEstimate in a town. 

First HomesEstimates in Auckland and Queenstown are $702k and $756k, respectively, which 

both greatly exceed HomeStart grant house price caps of $600k, making it even more difficult for 

first home buyers in these regions.  

On the other end of the scale, first home buyers could expect to pay a more modest $312k in 

Dunedin, or even less than $200k in both Invercargill and Whanganui. 

  

     

Median HomesEstimate First Home Buyer HomesEstimate 

Auckland $918k 702	K

Wellington $725k 575	K

Tauranga $590k 478	K

Hamilton $548k 447	K

Christchurch $437k 350	K

Dunedin $389k 312	K

Queenstown $1.00M 756	K

Whangaparaoa $797k 680	K

Mount Maunganui $742k 579	K

Papamoa $677k 566	K

Papakura $632k 546	K

Pukekohe $658k 544	K

Cambridge $692k 540	K

Paraparaumu $568k 471	K

Nelson $528k 437	K

Upper Hutt $502k 434	K

Lower Hutt $530k 415	K

Porirua $545k 410	K

Napier $489k 401	K

Taupo $505k 383	K

Whangarei $454k 366	K

New Plymouth $420k 343	K

Blenheim $414k 342	K

Rotorua $422k 333	K

Palmerston North $374k 305	K

Timaru $352k 288	K

Masterton $342k 288	K

Hastings $381k 283	K

Ashburton $330k 267	K

Levin $313k 259	K

Gisborne $318k 239	K

Invercargill $256k 196	K

Whanganui $239k 177	K
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